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Lighter weight and lower cost make plastic pipe attractive
for storm drains and culverts.

Plastic pipe winning converts
Improved design has made plastic pipe a responsible
choice for culverts and storm drains. It is light weight,
less expensive per foot than concrete, and relatively easy
to install. Because the plastic has a smooth surface with
less flow resistance, you can use a smaller diameter pipe
than concrete or metal.

“We have used it in sandy and clay soils, in swampy
areas, and under roads as storm sewers,” says Bill
Phillips, City of Tomah Public Works Foreman. “You can
lay the larger pipe with two workers: a backhoe operator
and a person in the trench. You can lay 18 inch pipe
without a machine. Two people can lift it and move it.”

Phillips, who has been using the pipe for five years,
says that it requires about the same compaction as
concrete pipe. “When we first used it, we didn’t compact
around it like we should have and it pushed up,” he says.
The pipe comes in 20 foot sections which snap together
with seal tight, just like sewer pipe.

This year plastic pipe cost Tomah $10.31 per foot for
18 inch diameter (which is equivalent in carrying
capacity to a somewhat larger metal or concrete pipe).
Concrete 18 inch pipe cost $11.80 per foot.

“We still use concrete,” says Phillips. “But if we have
at least a foot of cover, we like to use the plastic.”

Specifications for polyethylene plastic pipe are listed
in the WisDOT Facilities Development Manual,
Procedure 13-1-17, Storm Sewer Materials Selection.
AASHTO also has materials specs up through 36 inches.

“We’ve had a plastic pipe installation up in Door
County for six years, “ says Ron Cook, WisDOT
Standards Policy Development Engineer. “The published

guidelines are conservative,” he says, “until we get more
experience with the product.” For example, plastic pipe is
prohibited under pavements on high volume streets. The
state for now also requires mandrel testing to check for
roundness after the pipe is in place. This measure may be
dropped if deflection proves not to be a concern.

Not everyone is sold on plastic pipe, however. Bob
Sindelar, Dodge Co. Highway Engineer, says, “The new
designs are probably better, but the old flexible style you
couldn’t give to us.” They are using aluminized corru-
gated steel pipe which in some cases, he says, is less
expensive than polyethylene plastic and is guaranteed
to last twice as long as galvanized metal pipe.

WisDOT’s Facilities Development Manual is available by
subscription. Copies should be available in your District office.

T.I.C. workshops
Specific details and locations for workshops are in the
announcements mailed to all Crossroads recipients. Don’t
forget the T.I.C.’s “Bring-a-Buddy” enrollment special.
Privatizing Public Works Services (teleconference) This hot
topic is the focus of a national satellite conference presented in
Wisconsin by the T.I.C. and the Wisconsin Chapter of APWA.
Hearing first hand from local government pioneers about real
world case studies that highlight three different strategies will
help you deal with privatization in your own organization.

July 19 from 11:00 am to 2:30 pm at four Wisconsin locations.

Winter Maintenance Your opportunity to rethink your
operations, learn from others and tune up your approach to
snow and ice control and other winter maintenance activities.

Sept 12 Green Bay Sept 20 Cable
Sept 13 Brookfield Sept 21 Eau Claire
Sept 14 Barneveld Sept 22 Tomah
Sept 19 Rhinelander

UW–Madison Seminars
Local government officials are eligible for a limited number of
scholarships for the following engineering courses in Madison.
Use the form on page 7 for details or call 800/442-4615.

Work Zone Traffic Control, July 26-28
Cost Effective Drainage System Design, August 21-24
Traffic Engineering Fundamentals, Sepember 18-19
Effective Detention Basin Design Techniques, October 9-12
Managing Snow and Ice Control Operations, October 12-13
Traffic Signal Design Software, October 26-28
Advanced Traffic Signal Design Using TEAPAC, October 29-30
Pavement Rehabilitation, November 6-8
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Special bridge inspections underway
In 1987 a disastrous bridge failure on the New York
Thruway led to a nationally mandated routine bridge
inspection program. More recent failures have brought
requirements for additional inspections and evaluations,
especially for scour-critical and fracture-critical bridges.
There is also a diving program in which any bridge over
water that stays five feet deep or more all year round will
be inspected by divers.

High velocity flows, as in floods, can wash or scour
away the support material under bridge foundations.
Because the damage is underwater, and the holes are
often camouflaged by sediment, scour can be difficult to
detect. The Coalinga Bridge on I-5 collapsed in March
1995 during a large flood. Scour appeared to be a con-
tributing factor.

Determining scour damage requires detailed analysis
by hydraulic, structural, and geotechnical engineers.
However, local officials in Wisconsin have been asked to
identify bridges with the potential for scour problems.

Gerry Krumdick of WisDOT’s Bridge Maintenance
Section is leading the state’s scour-critical bridge identifi-
cation effort. County highway departments were to submit
a screening worksheet identifying bridges with potential
scour problems this spring. Final scour evaluation is to
be completed by 1997 under a federal program. If under-
water inspection is needed, federal aid will pay for 80%
of the cost.

To identify potential scour problems, inspectors can
look for changes in the stream profile. A stream that is
considerably deeper than at the last inspection may
indicate degradation or scour, especially around bridge
piers. Inspectors can also use a probe to check for scour
holes or soft material in the streambed around the piers.
New monitoring devices are being tested as well. The
FHWA hydraulic engineering circulars (HEC) 18 and 20
have detailed background material on scour analysis.

Any structural change in a bridge may also indicate
weakened foundations possibly from scour, according to
Peter Lagasse, Senior Vice President of Ayres Associates
engineering consultants. “Settlement of the piers or deck,
or misalignment of the rail can be an indicator,” he says.
Through the FHWA National Highway Institute, Lagasse
teaches workshops on scour and bridge inspection for
state transportation agencies around the country.

Repairs for scour include reinforcing bridge piers with
rock riprap or, in extreme cases, replacing the bridge.

Bridges with no records for the foundation type also
pose a challenge. There are many such bridges in the
state. Local officials are encouraged to pay special atten-
tion to these bridges during the next bridge inspection
cycle, and after any major flood events.

Resource materials are available to help local officials
and inspectors. These include the FHWA Technical

Scour is the suspected cause of a March 1995 bridge collapse
on I-5 in California. Seven people died.

Advisory 1540.23 and a new bridge inspection coding
guide. (Item 113 relates to scour evaluation.) Inspectors
should also pay attention to items 60 (substructure), 61
(channel), 71 waterway adequacy, and 92 and 93 (critical
features underwater).

Fracture-critical bridges
Fracture-critical bridges are those with two or fewer main
members supporting them. Wisconsin is also participating
in a special inspection of fracture critical bridges. Federal
funding (80%) is also available for the next round of
fracture critical inspections.

“We always inspect fracture critical bridges carefully,”
says Bob Sindelar Dodge County Highway Department
Engineer. “A lot of them are being replaced for other
reasons like age, bad abutments, limited load capacity, or
being too narrow. We have some overhead truss bridges
that were bought used and brought in here in 1913!
They’re at the top of our replacement list.”

For more information on scour critical and underwater
inspections, contact your WisDOT District office or your county
highway department.

PONTIS software for bridges
PONTIS, a PC computer-based management system for
bridges, began being tested on selected state highway
bridge data last May. By the end of 1996, when the
system is in use statewide, counties and other local
authorities will be able to use it to store, update and
report their bridge data.

continued on page 7
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Gravel retriever saves work, money
A new attachment for a grader with a wing plow set-up
will retrieve a good windrow of gravel from ditches,
according to an article in Transearch, a newsletter from
Alberta Transportation and Utilities.

The retriever, manufactured by Shortline Fabricating of
Rosebud, Alberta, (about $8,000 (CAN) in 1992), pulls
gravel out of the shoulders with few lumps and little grass,
saving labor and making it quicker and easier to work.

Fall just before freeze up and spring when the
shoulders have dried are good times to shape shoulders
and bring back lost gravel.

For further information contact Jim Ullery, General Foreman at
403/297-6311 in Calgary or Don Haase at 403/734-3877 in
Gleichen. From the December 1994 issue of Transearch.

Single rope makes rumble strip
Also from Alberta comes this idea: stretch a single 2 inch
diameter rope across the road to warn motorists they are
approaching a work zone. It generally takes less than a
minute to set up the rope by securing it to two stakes
driven into the shoulder of the road. It is placed approxi-
mately 200 meters from the work zone. The Medicine
Hat, Alberta, staff have been using it successfully for
applications such a crack sealing where several set-ups
are required in a short period of time.

Latex paint working well
Using latex paint for pavement marking has been pro-
posed to reduce air pollution and cut hazardous wastes
and toxic exposures. Latex has a life that is equal to and
sometimes greater than alkyd paints. Recent improve-
ments have made the product nearly as quick to set up
as alkyds. In addition, latex seems to retain reflective
beads better.

 “We also like it because the cleanup is much easier,”
says Lyle Falk, Ozaukee County Highway Patrol Super-
intendent. They switched to latex about four years ago
when he had to buy a new lane striping truck. “You have
to adjust a little and fine tune it,” Falk says. And you have
to consider the weather. When humidity is high and
temperatures low the paint takes longer to dry. Dry
weather can cause paint build up on the nozzles.

Because the paint is water based and highly alkaline,
all tanks, valves, piping, etc. should be stainless steel.
Other equipment adjustments are needed as well, such
as diaphragm-type pumps, higher pot and atomization
pressures, greater nozzle openings, and lower heating
temperatures. All striping equipment must be flushed

thoroughly because dried water based paint is very
difficult to remove.

For small jobs like marking RR X-ings and crosswalks,
Falk is using a stencil and a conventional house-painting
roller. “It’s a lot cheaper to throw away a roller than clean
up the spray equipment,” he says.

For more information on waterborne paints contact Lyle Falk
at 414/284-4426. Thanks also to Scott Plouff of TAPCO for
contributing to this article.

Reverse bucket configuration for
easier culvert cleaning
When culverts are plugged by debris or beaver dams,
they are hard to clear by ordinary loader bucket or shovel
without causing damage. Steve Nording, an equipment
operator in High Level, Alberta, built a bucket that was
round and installed in reverse configuration. It reaches
into the culvert and cleans it without damage. It saves
labor, too. On one job the backhoe cleaned culvert ends

in two days that
would have taken
a over a week
with hand labor.
The first prototype
cost $1600 (CAN)
to build, but
Nording estimates
that a second
bucket would cost
only $350-$400
(CAN).

For more information contact Brad Papirny, High Level
Maintenance Foreman at 403/926-3208 or Terry Hood at
403/926-2241. From the December 1994 Alberta newsletter
Transearch.

Do you have an idea to exchange? Have you designed a gadget or
found a new way to do something that other highway people can
use? Use the form on page 7 to let us know, or call Don Walker
or Steve Pudloski at 800/442-4615.
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If you have a comment on a Crossroads story, a question about
roadways or equipment, an item for the Idea Exchange,  a
request for workshop information or resources, or a name for
our mailing list, fill in this form and mail in an envelope to:

Crossroads
Transportation Information Center
University of Wisconsin–Madison FAX 608/263-3160
432 North Lake Street
Madison, WI  53706 Name

Title/Agency

Address

City State

Zip Phone ( )

Please put me on your Crossroads mailing list.

My idea, comment or question is

(We’ll call you to get more details or answer your question.)

Please send me information on

✁

Cinder chips continued from page 5

and has more sharp edges. As a result it grabs and holds
the asphalt better than pea gravel, especially on the
newer water soluble emulsions.

“There’s a big difference in cleanup,” says Toby
Opheim, City of Madison Streets Department Operations
Manager. “We pick up less than half as much of the
cinder chips as we did with pea gravel.” Less excess
means fewer complaints and less waste.

Madison tested the material in 1993 on some road
sections. “It held up terrifically in the winter, so we
decided to go with it for the entire sealcoat program last
year,” says Opheim.

Being black gives the cinder chips another advantage:
better winter snow melting on sunny days. Striping paint
stands out better against the black background and the
road looks “new” longer. There’s also less dust and the
sharper edges mean less hazard for bicyclists because the
chips are more stable and have better embedment.

Cinder chips are economical. They are both less
expensive per ton, and weigh less per yard. Dane County
paid $4.95 per ton for cinder chips last year compared to
$5.80 per ton for pea gravel. It weighs about 2000 pound
per yard compared to 2600 for pea gravel. At those
figures, it costs about 35% less.

“Besides,” says Steve Haag, “this is a form of
recycling. Sooner or later we will deplete the gravel
supplies and here is a product that can substitute for it.”

For more information on Madison’s seal coating program,
contact Toby Opheim at 608/246-4535. For more information
on Dane County’s seal coating program contact Steve Haag at
608/266-4012.

“The program has degeneration curves that we can
use to predict deterioration of a bridge. The manager
can do ‘what if’ scenarios,” says Daniel Fedderly, St.
Croix County Highway Commissioner and chair of
the Wisconsin County Highway Association’s bridge
committee. By contrast, the National Bridge Inventory
(NBI), the existing bridge inspection data system, simply
inventories inspection results.

Although inspection procedures will remain pretty
much the same, PONTIS records more detail. For
example, where NBI records the general condition of a
bridge’s substructure, PONTIS stores ratings for individual
beams. Once the program has data from several
inspection cycles, it will use that history of ratings to
project deterioration of the bridge or its members.

“The goal of the management software is to help us
use our bridge funds most efficiently,” says Stan Woods,
state bridge engineer for WisDOT. For example, current
guidelines recommend putting one overlay on a bridge
deck, then replacing the whole deck after the first overlay
wears out. Data from PONTIS may be able to show that
the deck is still solid and needs only another overlay.

In 1995 WisDOT district bridge staff will be working
with and refining the inspection procedures and the
program while University of Wisconsin engineers validate
the deterioration models. “We will try to have PONTIS in
place for the 1996 inspections which are due January 1,
1997,” says Woods.

For more information about PONTIS contact your WisDOT
district office.

Bridge management software continued from page 6
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